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While Clenbutrol rapidly burns fat, Winsol helps in maintaining lean muscle mass. This makes your
body more toned and ripped fast. So basically, you do not lose any muscle mass. Another advantage of
Clenbutrol is that it improves the circulation of oxygen in your body. Clenbuterol and winstrol are two
hugely popular compounds used by gym-goers in order to burn fat and achieve a ripped body. I say
'compounds' because winstrol is a steroid but clenbuterol technically isn't. Clen's actually classed as a
'sympathomimetic amine' instead. However it is often used alongside other fat burning steroids ...
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Protein intake: to improve body composition have your protein intake be .8-1.2g per lb of body weight.
Too little protein consumption will result in not aiding your body in protein synthesis and you will not
grow in return.

Clen also leads to cardiac hypertrophy, thickening the walls of the heart and reducing blood flow. This
regulates back to normal when a person comes off clen. Benefits of Winstrol. Winstrol is a steroid



(unlike clenbuterol) and is generally used for cutting - despite it having some anabolic effects.
Clenbuterol and winstrol are two hugely popular compounds used by gym-goers in order to burn fat and
achieve a ripped body. I say 'compounds' because winstrol is a steroid but clenbuterol technically isn't.
Clen's actually classed as a 'sympathomimetic amine' instead.
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Winstrol and Clenbuterol Cycle. Clenbuterol isn't a steroid, however it's often cycled with cutting
steroids (like winstrol); due to its powerful fat burning effects. It's unknown how effective clen is for
building lean muscle in humans, with users experiencing different results (mostly mild to no muscle
gains).
if i were you i would run a test/winstrol run OR run with clen. i wouldn't combine them. i struggle with
weight from genetic levels at 14 BF and i'll do 800mg of tren before i run clen again. some can handle it
fine but if i take clen in an effective dose ;i feel like a heroine addict withdrawls and a person that is
having kidney and heart falure.
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Clen vs Winstrol: Which Is Better As you can see, both supplements offer many benefits and they work
quickly. If you want to burn fat and get ripped, then you can't go wrong with either one. However, if you
want to gain a lot of strength too, then your best bet might be to go with Winnidrol. For those times that
you need a little treat but you don�t want the sugar rush. I try to keep protein balls in my fridge as a
healthy snack so I�m not always going for something naughty. When I make these I don�t have set
measurements, I use certain ingredients and just throw it all in until it reaches a nice consistency to roll
into a ball. We currently have a banana flavoured protein powder that I used and it taste delicious,
almost like a banana lollie, usually it�s vanilla, I also use a nut butter, my go to is almond, it�s my
absolute fav, any would work though. Winstrol and clenbuterol are 2 cutting compounds that are very
popular among gym rats looking to get ripped. Evidence suggests that Zac Efron could've used winstrol
when getting into shape for Baywatch. And there's suggestions that Hugh Jackman's also used
clenbuterol to get shredded for Wolverine. The whole fitness world knows that winstrol and clenbuterol
work incredibly well […]
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